
FROM VICTIM TO HERO IN WITNESS A NOVEL BY KAREN HESSE

In the novel Witness by Karen Hesse, Leanora Sutter, a twelve-year-old girl, moves to a rural town in Vermont where the
Ku Klux Klan is gaining prominence.

When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. The Newbery Medal has kept her on
the road, with a trip every week and a half or so, and plenty of speeches to write while she's home. Character
Descriptions: Leanora Sutter: Leanora is a 12 year old black girl living with her father and dealing with the
recent death of her mother. Percelle Johnson loses all credibility as constable. Phoenix Rising. Now the
subject of town gossip that implicitly blames her for the fire, Billie Jo also suffers from terrible burns to her
hands that destroy both her aptitude for playing the piano and, as a result, her dreams of escaping the
desolation of her unhappy home in Joyce City. The flu's onslaught disrupts this community and its informal
system of mutual support. Articulately depicting her exposure to disease, loss, death, and racial prejudice, the
story is atypical for its complex handling of a diverse array of major thematic elements. New York: Margaret
K. She does not agree with what the KKK stands for and is not afraid to tell her husband that. Key Issues:
race, lynching, intolerance, death, prejudice, KKK, Jewish, rum runner, choices, struggle, transformation,
clergyman, constable, desperation Other interesting information: Setting: This story takes place in Vermont in
during the rise of the KKK and prohibition. In addition to her Newbery Medal, Hesse's presentation with the
so-called MacArthur "Genius Grant" was only the second ever for a writer of children's literature. Set in what
appears to be a rural s neighborhood, [Lester's Dog ] is a story that will reach out to children who have been
fearful of animalsâ€”or human bullies, for that matterâ€”that they find threatening. Nick's mother has died,
and his sisters, who remain nameless, are mentioned only once. More than vivid storytelling, Out of the Dust
gives a face to history. Like all of Hesse's historical novels, the stories of Hannah and Rifka are notable for
their evocative period details and cultural underpinnings as well as their depictions of strong female
characters. Chapter after chapter the presence of dust takes its toll on the characters' spirits until finally the
great storm comes that buries tractors and animals, and kills people trapped in the open. Understood Betsy
does have a familiar plot and some characters who seem too good to be real, and yetâ€”like Hesseâ€”Fisher
drew her main characters with subtlety and compassion, depicting Betsy's growth into self reliance and
responsibility in a happy, untraditional new family with a wisdom and humor that still shine. She found early
support for her writing in an encouraging fifth-grade teacher, support that led to an interest in writing that
continued throughout her college studies at Towson State University and later the University of Maryland,
from where she eventually graduated. Grades middle school and up. In her decision to stray from her typical
pattern, Hesse continues to explore gender issues but provides a look at patriarchal culture from within, in one
case, and from multiple points of view in the other, ultimately strengthening the feminist pulse that beats
within her earlier works.


